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ABSTRACT
The steadily increasing number of actors in space has made orbital debris mitigation increasingly important and has
fueled the demand for innovative attitude and orbit control solutions. To meet this demand, the University of Florida
Advanced Autonomous Multiple Spacecraft (ADAMUS) lab has developed a Drag De-Orbit Device (D3) for
CubeSats to facilitate aerodynamically based orbital maneuvering, collision avoidance, and controlled re-entry as well
as 3-axis attitude stabilization using aerodynamic and gravity gradient torques. A 2U CubeSat and mission is being
designed to validate the D3 device and control algorithms developed by the ADAMUS lab. Tests of the orbital
maneuvering and collision avoidance algorithms will commence after satellite deployment from the ISS, de-tumble,
D3 boom deployment, and communication with the ground. The targeted de-orbit algorithm will then steer the satellite
to a re-entry location visible by a radar station. The radar tracking data along with GPS telemetry will be utilized to
characterize the performance of the D3 system and control algorithms, update re-entry aero-thermodynamic models,
and gauge the effectiveness of atmospheric density estimation techniques. This paper details the designs of the D3
device, GNC algorithms, and complete CubeSat, and discusses the expected mission results.
INTRODUCTION

correct orientation, the ExoBrake is incapable of
constraining rotation about the roll axis8. While multiple
algorithms for orbital maneuvering using aerodynamic
drag exist10,11,12,13 and the Planet Labs has a CubeSat
constellation with separation controlled by differential
drag14, to date there has not been a successful controlled
de-orbit of a spacecraft using entirely aerodynamic drag.

The increasing number of space vehicles launched has
led to an increasing concern with orbital debris
mitigation1. NASA requirements2 state that low Earth
orbit (LEO) spacecraft must de-orbit within 25 years and
that the probability of human casualty from re-entering
debris must be less than 1 in 10,000. Aerodynamic drag
presents itself as a convenient and efficient way to
expedite de-orbit and control the re-entry location of a
LEO spacecraft without using thrusters. While several
teams have developed drag devices and tested them in
orbit3,4,5, the majority of these devices have been singleuse drag sails that cannot be retracted. These devices had
been developed with the sole purpose of expediting the
de-orbit of a host satellite. The PADDLES retractable
drag sail was developed previously by the University of
Florida ADAMUS lab to facilitate orbital maneuvering6,
but has not yet flown. The ExoBrake drag device7,8
developed by NASA Ames deploys in a parachute shape
and can be partially retracted, but is limited by how far it
can retract and how many deploy-retract cycles it can
perform. The ExoBrake is thus far the only drag device
launched that can be utilized to perform orbital
maneuvering8, but successful maneuvering with the
ExoBrake has not been demonstrated so far and the
controlled re-entry algorithms developed by that team
involve uplinking a pre-computed set of desired ballistic
coefficients to the satellite and applying these open
loop9. In addition, while the ExoBrake provides passive
aerodynamic stability if it is deployed while in the
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The University of Florida ADAMUS lab, with funding
from the NASA Launch Services Program (LSP) and
Florida Space Research Initiative (SRI), has developed a
new retractable drag de-orbit device (D3) capable of
modulating the drag area of a host CubeSat while
maintaining passive 3-axis stabilization using
aerodynamic and gravity gradient torques15. The D3 can
be utilized for orbital maneuvering, reduction of orbit
lifetime, collision avoidance, and targeted re-entry. The
ultimate goal of the D3 is to provide an affordable yet
reliable and easy to integrate device that will enable LEO
CubeSats to meet or exceed NASA debris mitigation
requirements and will facilitate advanced CubeSat
missions through enhanced attitude and orbit control. As
a part of the project, a targeted re-entry algorithm has
been developed that determines how the D3 should
modulate its deployment level to re-enter the spacecraft
in a desired location16. This algorithm offers
improvements in robustness and reliability over the state
of the art and is efficient enough to run onboard a
CubeSat with a high performance processor such as a
BeagleBone Black or Xiphos Q7. Feedback Control
techniques are employed to ensure that the spacecraft
1
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follows a desired trajectory to the de-orbit point16.
Algorithms for active collision avoidance have also been
developed to calculate the ballistic coefficient profile
that a spacecraft must follow to achieve a desired miss
distance relative to a collision-target.
This paper discusses the design of the D3 mission which
will involve the launch of a 2U CubeSat17 equipped with
the D3 device to test orbital maneuvering, collision
avoidance, and targeted re-entry algorithms and validate
the performance of the D3 device in space. This paper
first gives an overview of the D3 device. Next, the
targeted re-entry and collision avoidance algorithms and
their expected performances are discussed. The next
section details the planned spacecraft components and
presents power, link, thermal, and vibration analyses as
well as thermal and shock/vibration test plans. Finally,
the last two sections discus the mission concept of
operations and the mission success criteria.
DRAG DE-ORBIT DEVICE (D3) OVERVIEW
The drag de-orbit device (or D3) consists of four
retractable tape-spring booms inclined at 20 degrees
relative to the face of the satellite to which the D3 is
attached (x-y plane) as shown in Figure 1. A zoomed in
view of the D3 device and an expanded view of one of
the D3 deployers are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
The complete design of the D3 and the simulations
utilized to inform this design are detailed by Guglielmo
et al15. In summary, the ”dart” configuration of the D3
booms allows the host satellite to aerodynamically
stabilize such that the satellite z-axis (Figure 1) is aligned
with the velocity vector. Because the booms are 3.7 m
long and about 4 cm wide, significant aerodynamic
torques are created, facilitating aerodynamic stability up
to an altitude of 700 km. The length of the booms and
the ability to actuate each boom independently also
allows two booms opposite each other to be partially
retracted to create a clear minimum moment of inertia
axis along the two deployed booms.

Figure 1: D3 Device attached to a CubeSat with
body axes

Figure 2: Zoomed in view of D3 device
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When fully extended the D3 increases the cross-wind
surface area of the host satellite by .5 m2 enabling a 12U,
15 kg CubeSat to de-orbit from a 700 km circular orbit
in 25 years under standard atmospheric conditions.
Unlike most other drag devices that can only be deployed
once to increase the drag area, the D3 can be repeatedly
retracted, facilitating orbital maneuvering, collision
avoidance, and re-entry point targeting using
aerodynamic drag. A prototype of a D3 deployer has also
been fatigue tested and functioned nominally after 500
full deploy retract cycles (more than would be required
on an average mission) and continued to operate properly
after thermal vacuum testing conducted to simulate the
space environment.

Figure 3: D3 Device deployer expanded view
Gravity gradient torques will work to passively align this
minimum moment of inertia axis with the nadir vector.
The combined effects of gravity gradient and
aerodynamic torques enable the D3 to provide passive 3axis attitude stabilization. To increase the attitude
stability, three orthogonal magnetorquers are integrated
into the D3 and serve to damp any attitude oscillations
when set to run the B-Dot de-tumble algorithm discussed
by Guglielmo et al15. In the previous design, four stepper
motors located inside the deployers were utilized to
deploy and retract the booms. Unfortunately, there was
not a reliable mapping between motor rotation and boom
deployment. The booms would often wind up internally
as the motor spun before deploying in spurts and jumps.
To facilitate accurate boom deployment, the stepper
motors were replaced with brushed DC motors
(Faulhaber 1516-006SR with 262:1 spur gearbox) and a
rotary encoder (Pololu 12CPR) was integrated into each
deployer. As each boom deploys, it drives a silicon
wheel on a steel shaft that is attached to the encoder. In
this manner, the encoder provides an accurate
measurement of the movement of the boom itself. A
spring roller is also included to push against the boom
and ensure that it remains in contact with the silicon
wheel. Prototype (Figure 4) testing showed that with this
new design, the boom would consistently deploy or
retract to within about two centimeters of the
commanded amount.

RE-ENTRY POINT TARGETING ALGORITHM
The purpose of the D3 CubeSat mission is to test the
ability of re-enter the atmosphere in a desired location by
varying the spacecraft’s aerodynamic drag through a
modulation of the D3 booms. The drag modulation
scheme necessary to de-orbit in the desired location is
developed by Omar and Bevilacqua16 and offers
significant improvements over the state of the art9,18. The
first step in the drag based re-entry scheme is the
guidance generation algorithm. This technique
calculates the drag profile that a spacecraft must
maintain to de-orbit in a desired location. The calculation
is done using the highest fidelity orbit propagator
available and ensures that if the orbit propagator were a
completely accurate reflection of reality, the spacecraft
would de-orbit in the desired location if the prescribed
boom deployment profile were applied. Unfortunately,
even the best models are not perfect and there is
significant uncertainty in the drag force prediction. For
this reason, a guidance tracking algorithm16 is utilized
that varies the spacecraft’s ballistic coefficient using an
LQR-based full state feedback control methodology
based on the linearized motion of the spacecraft relative
to the guidance. An Extended Kalman Filter is utilized
to remove sensor noise from the GPS derived relative
position and velocity estimates. The targeting algorithm
was tested using a Monte Carlo simulation approach with
randomized initial condition and realistic models of drag
uncertainty19 and GPS sensor noise20. One thousand
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted and in all
cases, a guidance was generated that was trackable in a
realistic environment. The average guidance error was
15.7 km with a standard deviation of 16.4 km and the
average tracking error was 1.1 km down to a geodetic
altitude of 120 km. All guidance errors were below 100
km and all tracking errors were below 5 km. Figure 5 and
Figure 6 show the results of the Monte Carlo guidance
and tracking simulations and Figure 7 shows the ballistic
coefficient profile associated with one of the simulation
runs. This simulation included sinusoidally varying
density errors with periods of 26 days, 1 day, and 5400

Figure 4. Prototype of D3 Deployer
Omar
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seconds. As Figure 7 shows, the tracker was able to
effectively compensate for these errors. The D3 actuator
was required to run for an average of 2.3% of the orbit
lifetime based on the Monte Carlo simulations. 89% of
tracking simulations had an actuator run time below 3%
of the total orbit lifetime when simulated with noise and
perturbations greater than what can be expected for a real
mission. The expected actuator run time and the required
position and velocity knowledge determined from the
simulations were utilized to determine the navigation
system accuracy and power generation capability the
CubeSat would require.

Figure 5: Monte Carlo Guidance Errors
Figure 7: Position Error and Ballistic Coefficient
over Time for Simulation with Density Uncertainty
COLLISION AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM
A key benefit of the D3 and its drag modulation
capability is the potential for active collision avoidance
using aerodynamic drag. The scenario in question is one
where a satellite operator receives a collision warning
which consists of an expected time (𝑡𝑐 ) and location at
which the satellite will collide with another object if no
actions are taken. With drag actuation capabilities, the
operator must decide what ballistic coefficient (𝐶𝑏 )
profile the satellite must maintain. The desired ballistic
coefficient corresponds directly to a D3 deployment
level. Define

Figure 6: Monte Carlo Tracking Errors

Δ𝜙 = 𝑀𝑛𝑜𝑚 − 𝑀

(1)

where 𝑀𝑛𝑜𝑚 denotes the mean anomaly of the nominal
satellite orbit and 𝑀 denotes the mean anomaly of the
satellite with the perturbed 𝐶𝑏 profile. Denote the miss
distance Δ𝜙𝑡 as the 𝜙 at 𝑡𝑐 . Δ𝜙𝑡 can also be thought of
as the angular distance between the location of the
impending impact (if no action is taken) and the satellite
location at the impact time 𝑡𝑐 after a maneuver is
Omar
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actuated. To maximize Δ𝜙𝑡 , the satellite must maintain
until time 𝑡𝑐 a 𝐶𝑏 that has the greatest possible difference
from the nominal ballistic coefficient 𝐶𝑏𝑛𝑜𝑚 . Doing this,
however, may not always be the most desirable option.
Generally, a satellite will have a nominal objective for a
given phase of flight, and if maneuvering disrupts that
objective, the operator will want to spend the minimum
amount of time maneuvering the satellite. For example,
if the goal is to de-orbit as quickly as possible, the
operator will want to maintain the satellite in the
maximum drag configuration for as long as possible and
any deviations from this maximum drag state will be
unwelcome. If the satellite is a member of a formation,
the operator will want to minimize the drift from the
desired formation slot. Often, attempting to achieve the
largest possible miss distance will result in excessive
time spent maneuvering and loss of mission
productivity. Therefore, the best option for an operator
will usually be to determine the minimum miss distance
required to safely avoid the object and maneuver for the
minimum amount of time required to achieve this miss
distance. Given a desired miss distance Δ𝑟 in km and an
orbit semi major axis 𝑎 in km, the desired Δ𝜙𝑡 is
Δ𝜙𝑡𝑑 ≈

Δ𝑟
𝑎

maximizes the quantity |𝐶𝑏 − 𝐶𝑏𝑛𝑜𝑚 |. With this
3𝜌𝜇
maneuver, a constant 𝜙̈ = 2 𝑒 𝛥𝐶𝑏 will be maintained
𝑎
until 𝑡𝑠 and 𝜙̈ = 0 will occur between 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑐 . Using
Eq. (6) to describe the behavior before and after 𝑡𝑠 leads
to
1
𝛥𝜙𝑡 = 𝜙̈𝑡𝑠2 + 𝜙̈𝑡𝑠 (𝑡𝑐 − 𝑡𝑠 )
2
This can be re-written as
1
(− 𝜙̈) 𝑡𝑠2 + (𝜙̈𝑡𝑐 )𝑡𝑠 − 𝛥𝜙𝑡 = 0
2

Two test cases are considered where a spacecraft in a
400 km circular orbit receives a collision warning three
days and one day before the expected collision. For
each of these cases, the 𝒕𝒔 values required to achieve
various desired miss distances are calculated and
plotted in Figure 8. For desired miss distances that are
too large to achieve, 𝒕𝒔 is set equal to 𝒕𝒄 . The maximum
achievable miss distance as a function of 𝒕𝒄 is also
plotted for 400 km and 600 km circular orbits in Figure
9.

A control strategy must now be derived to achieve Δ𝜙𝑡𝑑
in the minimum amount of maneuvering time. It can be
shown that
3𝜌𝜇𝑒
3𝜇𝑒
𝛥𝐶𝑏 = 2 𝛥𝐵 ∗
𝑎2
𝑎

𝜙̇ =

3𝛿𝑎 √𝜇𝑒
= 𝜙̇0 + 𝜙̈Δ𝑡
2𝑎5/2

(8)

Given a desired 𝜙𝑡𝑑 , Eq. (8) can be solved using the
quadratic formula to get the 𝑡𝑠 required to achieve 𝜙𝑡𝑑 .
From the two 𝑡𝑠 values returned by the quadratic
formula, the smallest positive value should be chosen.
Recall that 𝐶𝑏 should be set to 𝐶𝑏𝑚𝑑 for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑠 and should
be set to 𝐶𝑏𝑛𝑜𝑚 for 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑠 . If both 𝑡𝑠 values are
imaginary, this means that it is not possible to achieve
𝜙𝑡𝑑 . In this case, 𝐶𝑏 should be set to 𝐶𝑏𝑚𝑑 until time 𝑡𝑐
to achieve the greatest 𝜙𝑡 possible.

(2)

𝜙̈ =

(7)

(3)
(4)

where 𝜌 is the ambient density, 𝜇𝑒 is the Earth’s
gravitational parameter, Δ𝐶𝑏 is the difference between
the new and the nominal spacecraft 𝐶𝑏 , and
𝛿𝑎 = 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚 − 𝑎

(5)

If Δ𝐶𝑏 is maintained for time Δ𝑡, then the total Δ𝜙 will
be
1
𝛥𝜙 = 𝜙̈𝛥𝑡 2 + 𝜙̇0 𝛥𝑡
2

(6)

The minimum-effort maneuver to achieve Δ𝜙𝑡𝑑 will
involve maintaining 𝐶𝑏𝑚𝑑 until time 𝑡𝑠 and then
maintaining 𝐶𝑏 𝑛𝑜𝑚 until 𝑡𝑐 where 𝐶𝑏𝑚𝑑 is the 𝐶𝑏 that
Omar
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CUBESAT DESIGN
The D3 satellite is designed to test the D3 device and deorbit point targeting algorithm. Secondary objectives
will include the tests of other orbital maneuvering
algorithms and collision avoidance algorithms. As such,
to maximize the change of mission success, the 2U
CubeSat will be built using TRL 9 parts (those with
space legacy) whenever possible.
D3 Mechanical Interface
The D3 device was designed to interface easily with
existing CubeSat structures. Using four M2 screws, the
adapter stage connected to the D3 device is attached to
existing holes in a standard ClydeSpace 1U structure.
This serves to integrate the D3 into the structure and
expand the satellite to fit the 2U form factor.
D3 Electrical Interface
The D3 board (Figure 17) is the sole electrical interface
between the D3 device and the rest of the CubeSat. The
D3 board is interfaced with the top of the PC104 stack
using standard PC104 pin headers as shown in Figure 15.
The D3 board pinout is shown in Figure 16. The D3
device is connected to the D3 board via a 24 pin ribbon
connector after both the D3 device and board are
mechanically integrated.

Figure 8: ts Values Required for Desired Miss
Distances for 400 km Circular Orbits

CubeSat Structure, Deployables, and Solar Panels
To maximize the chance of mission success, the CubeSat
will be built around a standard 1U structure with
significant space legacy designed and manufactured by
Clyde Space. This 1U structure (Figure 10) is designed
with upper mounting holes which the manufacturer
sometimes uses to convert it to a 1.5U structure. A
custom-made adapter stage shown in Figure 11 will be
attached to these mounting holes and the D3 device will
attach to the top of the adapter stage.

Figure 9: Maximum Miss Distances in 400 km and
600 km Circular Orbits
Omar
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booms to deploy. One of the panels will have holes for
the remove-before-flight pin and USB charging and data
cables. These panels will be fastened via screws to the
standard solar panel mounting holes built into the 1U
structure. The solar panels and their locations on the D3
CubeSat are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 10: Clyde Space Standard 1U Structure
Figure 12: Hardware Prototype of D3 Adapter Stage

Figure 11: D3 Adapter CAD Model
All satellite avionics will be contained in the 1U
structure. The adapter stage is manufacturable using the
machines at the University of Florida ADAMUS lab and
in addition to connecting the D3 to the standard 1U
structure, ensures that the entire CubeSat is 225 mm long
as required by the design standard21. The adapter vertical
posts are manufactured separately from the bottom plate
that attaches to the 1U structure. A manufactured
prototype of the adapter stage is shown in Figure 12.
Prior to attachment to the 1U structure, four screws are
utilized to connect the adapter base, through the adapter
posts, to the D3 baseplate. The placement of the adapter
over the 1U structure prevents these screws from falling
out of place. The complete satellite assembly when the
1U structure, adapter stage, and D3 are connected is
shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. A SkyFox piPATCHL1 GPS antenna is located on top of the D3 deployer
assembly which is designed to support this device. The
2U faces of the satellite will contain solar panels custom
made by DHV technologies to provide room for the D3

Omar
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all avionics, and the radio simultaneously. The piNAVNG is the lowest power commercially available CubeSat
GPS, and based on the Monte Carlo simulations
discussed previously, will provide sufficient accuracy
for the targeting algorithms. Note that all simulations
were conducted with simulated measurement noise
corresponding to the manufacturer specified values for
the piNAV-L1. The CPUT UTRX radio provides half
duplex communication at 9600 bit/s on the 435 Mhz
UHF band. The half duplex mode requires a single
antenna on the ground and on the satellite for both
reception and transmission. By connecting the UTRX to
the ISIS turnstile antenna, an omnidirectional radiation
pattern will be achieved whereby the satellite will be able
to maintain contact with the ground regardless of its
attitude.
D3 Control Board. The D3 system will be controlled by
a single board which will host a high-performance
BeagleBone Black processor that will also serve as the
primary flight computer for the satellite. The
BeagleBone will be more than capable of performing
autonomous, onboard guidance generation and tracking
and will connect to a PC104 sized PCB via pin headers.
This PCB will also contain two TI SN754410 quad half
h-bridge chips to control the D3 deployer motors and
three TI DRV8837 Dual Low-Voltage H-Bridge chips to
control the magnetorquers. A 24 conductor ribbon cable
will be connected to the D3 board to rout signals from
the D3 board to the motors and magnetorquers. Two
cables will be required for each motor, two for each
encoder, and two for each magnetorquer. A D3 power
and ground cable will also be required. A TDK ICM20948 9-axis IMU will also be included on the board.
This chip uses only 2.4 mW and provides acceleration,
angular velocity, and magnetic field measurements.
These can be utilized along with the magnetometers
located on the solar panels for the B-Dot de-tumble
algorithm. The D3 board will interface with the battery,
EPS, GPS, and radio using the PC104 headers. Figure 16
shows the header pin configuration for the D3 board
based on the interfacing requirements specified by the
manufacturers of the other avionics. Figure 17 shows a
simplified CAD model of the D3 board containing its
various components.

Figure 14. D3 CubeSat without Side Solar Panels

Figure 15: Complete CubeSat Structure with
Integrated Avionics (no side solar panels)
Avionics
Commercially available TRL 9 avionics are used in this
satellite with the exception of the D3 control board that
is custom-made. All avionics are integrated into the 1U
structure which is manufactured with support for
standard PC104 sized CubeSat boards.
COTS Avionics. The D3 avionics are shown in Figure 15
and the COTS (commercial off the shelf) avionics
include the CPUT UTRX UHF half duplex radio board
sold by Clyde Space, the piNAV-NG GPS receiver made
by SkyFox labs, and 10 Whr Battery and Electrical
Power System boards from Clyde Space. The masses,
costs, and expected power consumptions of these boards
are shown in Table 1. With a maximum power output of
24 W, the EPS will be capable of running the D3 device,

Omar
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DHV Technologies
Custom Solar
Panels (four 2U side
panels, one 1U top
panel)

400
total

-4240 max gen. for 2U
panels and 2120 max.
gen. for 1U panels

21150

1U Clyde Space
Structure

200

0

3550

D3 Adapter Stage

200

0

200

SkyFox piNav-NG
GPS Unit

100

139

9624

SkyFox piPATCH
GPS Antenna

25

100

2238

2512

1932 average
continuous use

61503

Figure 16: D3 board PC104 pin header
configuration

Totals

GROUND STATION
The UHF/VHF ground station operated by the Space
Systems Group at the University of Florida will be
utilized for this mission. The satellite will operate in the
UHF frequency in a half duplex mode and will transmit
data at 9600 bits/second. By the time the D3 mission
launches, the ground station will be operational and will
have been used for the SwampSat II and CHOMPTT
missions. This will reduce risk and ensure that the
ground station is working properly for the D3 mission.
The ground station will need to be capable to sending
several basic commands to the satellite including:

Figure 17: D3 board CAD model
Mass, Power, and Financial Budgets

•
•
•

Table 1 shows the mass, power, and cost of each of the
aforementioned spacecraft components. These values
are given by the manufacturer for COTS components and
are estimated based on the current stage of the design
process for custom-made parts.

•
•

Table 1. Table of CubeSat components with masses
and power usages
Component

Mass
(g)

Avg Power User
(mW)

Cost
(USD)

Clyde Space 3rd
Generation EPS

86

160

4900

Clyde Space 10
WHr Battery

156

0

1900

Clyde Space CPUT
UTRX Half Duplex
Radio

90

250 RX, 4000TX, 333
avg with 30 min daily
TX

8850

ISISpace Turnstile
Antenna System

30

0

6891

D3 Deployers

1100

200 avg, 15000 peak

2000

D3 Magnetorquers

101

Variable, max 1000
during de-tumble

100

Beaglebone Black
Master CubeSat and
D3 Micro-controller

24

1000

100

Omar

•
•

Reset microcontroller
Update software
Update F10.7 and AP solar and geomagnetic
indices for density forecasting
Target desired de-orbit location
Change operation mode (normal, debug, barebones)
Manual boom deployment profile
Request telemetry

In addition to sending down acknowledgments and status
indicators to all received ground station commands, the
satellite will need to collect and send telemetry to the
ground station upon request. This telemetry will include
the following information at multiple points in time
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9

Battery voltage
Solar panel voltages
Boom deployment levels
GPS position and velocity estimates
Magnetometer readings
Motor and magnetorquer usage history
Any relevant error codes
Current guidance trajectory
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DESIGN ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
Power Analysis
AGI’s System’s Toolkit (STK) was utilized to determine
the angle of the sun with respect to each face of the
satellite at each point in time. For each solar panel, the
produced power was calculated in terms of the maximum
achievable power and the angle 𝜃 between the solar
panel surface normal vector and the sun vector.
𝑃 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 cos(𝜃)

(9)

A power analysis is included for a space-station orbit
(400 km circular at 51.9 degrees inclination) where the
orbit angular momentum vector is perpendicular to the
sun vector as shown in Figure 18. This orbit represents a
worst case scenario for power generation because it
results in the maximum exposure of the 1U CubeSat
faces to the sun and the minimum exposure of the 2U
faces. This results in the lowest power generation
because only one of the 1U faces has a solar panel and
that panel generates only half the power of the 2U panels.
Note that for the 2U side panels, 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  = 4.24𝑊 and
for the 1U top panel, 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.12W. The average power
generation and total energy generated by each solar panel
over the course of an orbit (5554 s) is shown in Table 2
and the power generation over time profile of each panel
is shown in Figure 19. Each solar panel is defined based
on the spacecraft body axis (see Figure 1) that the normal
vector of that panel aligns with. For example, the -x panel
normal vector is aligned opposite the spacecraft body
frame x-axis. Recall that this analysis represents a worstcase scenario for power generation. When the same
power analysis was conducted for a scenario where the
orbit angular momentum vector was as close as possible
to parallel with the sun vector (right ascension shifted by
90 degrees), the average power generation was 3.83 W.
Ideally, the deployment level of the drag device will be
planned such that when it is time to begin the orbital
maneuvering algorithm (about 2 weeks before de-orbit),
the satellite will be in a maximum power orbit. Even if
this is not possible, however, Table 1 shows that the
expected orbit-averaged power consumption will remain
under 2 W. Figure 19 shows that the satellite will never
be without power generation for more than an hour at any
given time, so the 10 WHr battery should be sufficient
for this mission and will not drain as long as the average
power consumption is less than the average power
generation. As a precaution however, logic will be built
into the EPS and master micro-controller to reduce the
electrical load in the event that battery charge drops
below 50%.
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Figure 18: Orbit with lowest power generation

Figure 19: Power generation by each panel over
time
Table 2. Worst case power and energy generation
per orbit for each solar panel
Panel

+x

+y

+z

-x

-y

-z

Total

OrbitAveraged
Power
Generation
(W)

.09

1.35

0.46

.13

0.00

.00

2.02

Energy
Generated
per Orbit
(J)

476

7484

2532

745

0

0

11237

Link Analysis
AGI’s Systems Toolkit (STK) was utilized to assess the
ability to communicate with the satellite from the ground
station. For the purpose of a worst case analysis, an
isotropic ground antenna and the worst case antenna gain
of -1dBi were considered. Atmospheric refraction and
light travel time effects were also taken into account in
the STK calculation. In this scenario, even when the
spacecraft was located at an elevation of 5 degrees from
10
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the ground station in a 600 km circular orbit (absolute
worst case communication scenario), the signal to noise
ratio was 10.8dB with 1 Watt of RF output power (3 Watt
power draw) and the bit error rate was 1x10−6 using a
9600 bits/s downlink with GMSK modulation. With 2 W
RF output power (5 W power draw), the signal to noise
ratio was 12 dB and the bit error rate was 2.2x10−12 .
With such a high link margin even in the worst case
scenario, the team can be reasonably sure that it will be
possible to reliably communicate with the satellite at any
point where the satellite is physically in view of the
ground station.

most extreme cases. The panels are designed to operate
between -120 ˚C and 150 ˚C, so this should not be an
issue. In reality, the thermal fluctuations of the solar
panels will be slightly smaller due to the minor thermal
conductivity between the panels and the CubeSat
structure which effectively adds some thermal inertia to
the panels. The solar panels will also serve to shield the
CubeSat avionics from large temperature swings that
would otherwise occur due to thermal radiation. All
CubeSat avionics and internal components are designed
to operate in the industrial temperature range (-40 to 85
˚C) and we expect them to remain in this range during all
CubeSat operations. These panels and all CubeSat
avionics except the D3 board are COTS components
with spaceflight legacy, so no significant thermal issues
are expected. Future work will include more detailed
thermal modeling and analysis of the entire spacecraft
with all components included.

Thermal Analysis
The largest thermal concern in this mission is associated
with the D3 device, specifically with the deployed
booms. If untreated, the booms will have a solar
absorptivity of 0.39 and emissivity of 0.11, resulting in
maximum temperatures over 180 ˚C. This would be
unacceptably hot and may cause thermal warping of the
booms or overheating of the boom deployment
electronics. To remedy this, the booms will be treated to
get an absorptivity to emissivity (A/E) ratio of 1 which
will result in boom temperatures between -94 and 68 ˚C
which is acceptable15. Treatment options to achieve this
A/E ratio include combined sandblasting and
passivation, an aluminized film with silicon oxide
coating, Insta-Blak SS-370 coating, and the application
of thermal paint. Ultimately, the Insta-Blak SS-370
coating was decided upon to blacken the booms and
yield an A/E ratio of 1. The Insta-Blak works by reacting
chemically with the boom to create a blackened surface.
The increase in boom thickness from this process is
negligibly small (a few thousandths of a millimeter), the
material properties of the booms remain unchanged, and
the blackening process can be performed in-house.
Several boom samples made of Austenitic 316 stainless
steel were treated with various concentrations of InstaBlak (Figure 20) and are ready for optical testing to
verify the A/E ratio. If a smoother surface finish or a
coating with superior abrasion resistance is desired, the
booms can be sent to EPI Chemicals (Insta-Blak
manufacturer) and treated via the Ultra-Blak 407 hot
blackening process that cannot easily be done in-house.
Exposed aluminum elements of the D3 device will be
anodized to achieve an A/E ratio of 0.8, which yields
acceptable temperatures. A plot of the expected
temperatures over time (after treatment) of the D3 booms
and aluminum D3 shells is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 20: Austenitic 316 stainless steel with InstaBlak SS-370

Figure 21: D3 components temperatures over time
Launch and Structural Analysis
Currently, the team plans to deploy the D3 CubeSat from
the International Space Station via NanoRacks.
NanoRacks payloads are stored in the pressurized
sections of ISS resupply vehicles, many of which are
designed to carry astronauts. This means that the launch

The majority of the satellite will be covered in PCBs
containing solar cells and the GPS patch antenna as
shown in Figure 13. Solar panels have an A/E ratio of
approximately one and thus, like the booms, will
experience temperatures between -94 and 68 ˚C in the
Omar
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vibrational loads are quite low compared to other
rideshare opportunities. However, in order to maximize
the possibility of obtaining a launch, the CubeSat was
designed to handle the most rigorous launch vibrational
load of any vehicle currently offering CubeSat
deployment.

Maximum
Stress (MPa)

28.1
(PLATE)

1.42
(PLATE)

1.33
(PLATE)

7.46
(BAR)

Margin of
Safety

7.88

155.9

166.48

55.5

Static analysis allows verifying the response of the
structure to (equivalent) static loads. To determine the
combined loads for any phase of the launch, the rootsum-square of the steady/low-frequency (i.e. quasi-static
loads or QSL) and high-frequency dynamic components
(i.e. random vibration loads or RVL) is used,
𝐿𝐹 = ±√𝑄𝑆𝐿2 + 𝑅𝑉𝐿2

(10)

Among the studied load configurations, the deformation
ranges from 0.0073 mm to 0.0916 mm. For brevity, only
the load configuration generating the maximum
deformation/stress is detailed, which corresponds to
stage separation during a launch on an Anteres rocket
where the satellite and deployer are mounted in a
cantilever configuration such that the z-axis (long axis)
of the satellite is perpendicular to the direction on flight.
Figure 22 shows the structural deformation due to the
launcher quasi-static loads, whereas Figure 23 shows the
stress in primary structural elements. The maximum total
deformation is 0.0916 mm at the top of the spacecraft.
Note that, because this simulation was configured with
the satellite 𝑥-axis aligned with the rocket’s long axis,
the structure mainly moves along 𝑥-axis.

(a)

The analysis shows that the maximum stress experienced
by the primary structure is significantly lower than
ultimate stress of used materials. These results are shown
in Table 3. In the same table, the margin of safety is also
listed and is defined as
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 =

𝑈𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝐹x𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠

(b)
Figure 22. Structure Deformation for Test Case. (a)
with Solar Panels, (b) without Solar Panels.

(11)

where 𝑆𝐹 is a safety factor equal to 1.4. As is clear from
the values reported in Table 3 the margin of safety is
always higher than 2.6, as required by general
environmental verification standards provided by
NASA.
Table 3. Margin of safety.
Mechanical
Property

Aluminum
T6061

FR-4
Epoxy
Glass

Polymide

316
Stainless
Steel

Ultimate
Stress (MPa)

310

310

131

580

Safety
Factor

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4
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A diagram of all relevant software modules, the
connections between them, and the hardware that they
interface with is shown in Figure 24. Though the use of
a multi-tasking operating system means that module
operations will not be strictly ”real-time”, the latency is
low enough that operations will not be adversely
affected. The most time-sensitive operation is in the
boom deployment and reading of rotary encoder data
because excessive delays will result in failures to read
encoder steps. This operation, however, has been tested
using a BeagleBone Black and was unaffected by
operating system delays, giving us confidence that none
of the other modules will be adversely affected by
operating system delays.
(a)

Figure 24: Software block diagram
To ensure reliability and clarity of the code, all software
modules will be written in object-oriented Python 3, with
computationally intensive modules such as the guidance
generation module written in C++. Test drivers will be
written to verify the integrity of all module functions.

(b)
Figure 23. Stress Distribution over the Structure. (a)
BAR Elements; (b) Plate Elements.

Even in low Earth orbit, high energy protons and
electrons can cause single event upsets such as bit flips
which can cause a micro-controller to operate
incorrectly. Often, these upsets can be corrected by
resetting the microcontroller. To perform this reset when
necessary, the master command and data handling
module will send a pulse to one of the BeagleBone’s
GPIO pins that is connected to a watchdog timer. If the
watchdog timer does not receive a pulse after a certain
period of time, it will send a signal to reset the
BeagleBone. This ensures that the BeagleBone can be
reliably reset even if the processor completely locks up.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The 2U spacecraft will host the high performance (1
GHz) BeagleBone Black processor which runs a Linux
operating system. Because Linux is a multi-tasking
operating system, all software processes necessary to
operate the spacecraft can run simultaneously without
the need for multiple microcontrollers. As such, the
flight software will consist of the following modules
running independently on the Beaglebone:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omar

Command and data handling module to
communicate with and route signals between all
other modules
Guidance generation module to compute
trajectory that must be followed to de-orbit in
desired location
Guidance tracking module to compute D3
deployment variations necessary to track the
guidance
Attitude control module to read magnetometer
data and command magnetorquers for detumble
Communication module to send and receive
signals from communication radio
D3 deployer control module to actuate D3 to get
desired boom deployment levels

MANUFACTURING, ASSEMBLY, AND GROUND
TESTS
Manufacturing and Assembly Plan
The D3 was designed so that all components could be
either purchased off the shelf or manufactured in-house.
Prototypes have already been constructed of the D3
deployer and the adapter stage. Three months or less will
be required to perfect the design of the D3 deployers,
manufacture four deployers, and manufacture one
instance of the D3 baseplate and adapter stage. At this
point, a 1U ClydeSpace CubeSat structure with dummy
boards can be integrated with the D3 device. An
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additional 6 months will be required to design and
manufacture the D3 board itself and write the flight
software. Once the software is written and the D3 board
is made, the rest of the avionics can be integrated into the
PC104 stack. Integrating all avionics and performing the
flight qualification tests will require another 6 months. 6
Additional months will be required for launch and
operations. Overall, just under two additional years of
work will be required to complete the D3 mission.
During this time, there are no CubeSat components or
manufacturing processes that are considered more
hazardous than standard machine shop operations.
Students using machines to manufacture D3 parts will be
trained in proper machine safety prior to performing any
work.

ensure that the satellite will operate properly in the space
environment.
After the TVAC, shock, and vibration testing, an
operational test will be performed to ensure the CubeSat
will still perform nominally after launch. To verify the
functionality of the D3 board, EPS, and battery,
hardware in the loop testing of all flight software and
control algorithms will first be conducted. The antenna
deployment mechanism will be tested after this to ensure
reliable deployment after launch conditions. If that is
successful, the CubeSat GPS and radio will be tested to
ensure that the GPS produces an accurate position and
velocity measurement and the radio is capable of twoway communication with the ground station. Finally, the
radio will be brought far away from the ground station
(possibly in an airplane) and long-range communication
capabilities will be tested.

Expertise in guidance, navigation, and control
algorithms, manufacturing, electronics, and board design
will be necessary to complete the D3 mission. This is
best accomplished through a team of multiple students
where each students or group of students handles a
different D3 subsystem. However, the current level of
progress and the fact that most avionics are COTS parts
means that it would be possible for a motivated student
or small group of students to handle the entire remainder
of the CubeSat development.

MISSION OPERATIONS AND EVALUATION
This section discusses the operations the satellite will
undergo during the mission and the methods for
assessing the success level of the mission.
Mission Operations Concept
The mission phases and conditions to go from one phase
to the next are outlined in Figure 25. The spacecraft will
have on-orbit software update capabilities, so if any
issues arise, ground operators can diagnose them and
upload software patches. The current plan is to deploy
the CubeSat from the International Space Station via
NanoRacks, so the CubeSat is designed to conform to the
NanoRacks payload specifications. The team is planning
to apply to the CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI) to
secure funding for a launch and deployment through
NanoRacks. Because the CubeSat will be deployed from
the space station, the orbit will naturally decay within a
few months, even if the booms do not deploy. At the end
of its life, the CubeSat will re-enter the atmosphere, and
all components will burn-on re-entry, preventing the
CubeSat from being a hazard to ground or space assets.

Test Plan and Procedures
The spacecraft will require shock, vibration, and thermal
vacuum (TVAC) testing as specified in the Launch
Services
Program
Dispenser
and
CubeSat
Requirements22. For qualification, the CubeSat and
dispenser must be tested to 1.4 times the maximum
predicted quasi-static load and must be tested to replicate
the shock, sinusoidal vibrations, and random vibrations
that will be experienced during the launch. These
vibration values will depend on the launch platform
which has not yet been determined, but it is likely that
the CubeSat will launch through NanoRacks and be
deployed from the Interntional Space Station21.
Preliminary structural analysis has indicated that the
spacecraft can easily withstand the required shock and
vibration test levels. In addition, the CubeSat must be
simultaneously brought to a pressure less than 10−4 Torr
and a temperature greater than 70 ˚C. The CubeSat must
be maintained at this temperature and pressure for at
least three hours after thermal stabilization. The CubeSat
will be in launch configuration (antenna stowed, all
avionics integrated) for this testing. While this is the
minimum required testing, specific launch providers
may have additional testing requirements. Testing of key
CubeSat functions, especially boom deployment, at the
minimum and maximum operating temperatures will
also be conducted at pressures less than 10−4 Torr to
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operational changes. Table 4 describes major identified
risks and their mitigations
Table 4. D3 mission risks and mitigations.
Risk Description
D3 may not operate
after vibration
and/or TVAC
testing

Control board does
not operate

Encoder slips

Figure 25: D3 mission concept of operations

Bearings seize in
motor of deployer
D3 overheats

Mission Success Criteria
The goal of the mission is to demonstrate targeted reentry using aerodynamic drag. However, even if this
objective is not successful, other useful technology
demonstrations may still be completed including
demonstrations of drag device deployment and operation
in space, passive attitude stabilization, and orbital
maneuvering using aerodynamic drag. Figure 26 shows
the contribution to overall mission success of the partial
or total fulfillment of each of these objectives.

Insufficient power
for D3 and avionics

Battery charge
continues
decreasing
(charging failure)
Unable to make
contact with
satellite

Master microcontroller fails

Delays in
component
acquisition

Risk Mitigation
Test on the ground
first. Ensure that
the booms are
cycled prior to
launch, after
testing.
Run real
algorithms
onboard and run
test cases prior to
launch
Build periodic
retraction into
deployment
algorithm
Use vacuum rated
lubricant
Use duty cycle to
ensure motor does
not overheat
Reduce electrical
load by
underclocking
processor and
turning off nonessential devices
Deploy booms
fully and track
satellite with radar
for partial mission
success
Test
communication
system on ground
prior to launch.
Use stronger
ground antenna
(especially if
antenna
deployment failure
suspected)
Backup switch
deploys booms
automatically and
CubeSat is tracked
with radar for
partial mission
success
Order components
ahead of time and
select components
for which
replacements exist

Risk Type
D3-specific issue

D3-specific issue

D3-specific issue

D3-specific issue
D3-specific issue

Power system issue

Power system issue

Radio Issue

Controller issue

Manufacturing
issues

Figure 26: D3 mission success criteria
Risk Analysis and Mitigation
All space missions contain inherent risks. In this section
we consider potential risks and investigate how they can
be mitigated through testing, design changes, and
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CONCLUSIONS

6.

This paper presents the design of the Drag De-Orbit
Device (D3) mission which will involve a 2U CubeSat
with a retractable drag device that will be actively
modulated to autonomously control the re-entry location
of the CubeSat. The CubeSat will use commercially
available TRL 9 components for the avionics, antennas,
and structure with the exception of the D3 device,
structural interface adapter, and D3 control board. The
D3 board, though made in-house, will use a high
performance BeagleBone Black processor that has space
legacy and is a TRL9 component. The use of spacetested components will increase the reliability of the
satellite and the chance of mission success. After launch,
the spacecraft will demonstrate the operation of the drag
device, orbital maneuvering using aerodynamic drag,
passive attitude stabilization using aerodynamic and
gravity gradient torques, and finally, controlled re-entry
using aerodynamic drag. After a successful mission, the
D3 device and control algorithms will hopefully become
standard tools for spacecraft attitude, orbit, and de-orbit
control.
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